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Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have been studied intensively due to their wide variety of applications and services, such as
passenger safety, enhanced traffic efficiency, and infotainment. With the evolution of technology and sudden growth in the number
of smart vehicles, traditional VANETs face several technical challenges in deployment and management due to less flexibility,
scalability, poor connectivity, and inadequate intelligence. Cloud computing is considered a way to satisfy these requirements
in VANETs. However, next-generation VANETs will have special requirements of autonomous vehicles with high mobility, low
latency, real-time applications, and connectivity, which may not be resolved by conventional cloud computing. Hence, merging
of fog computing with the conventional cloud for VANETs is discussed as a potential solution for several issues in current and
future VANETs. In addition, fog computing can be enhanced by integrating Software-Defined Network (SDN), which provides
flexibility, programmability, and global knowledge of the network. We present two example scenarios for timely dissemination of
safety messages in future VANETs based on fog and a combination of fog and SDN. We also explained the issues that need to be
resolved for the deployment of three different cloud-based approaches.

1. Introduction
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have gained popularity
in recent years. Traffic accidents, road congestion, fuel consumption, and environmental pollution due to the large
number of vehicles have become serious global issues. Traffic
incidents are persistent problems in both developed and
developing countries, which result in huge loss of life and
property. In order to overcome these issues and make the
journey safer, efficient, hassle-free, and entertaining, Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) introduced VANETs to
create a safer infrastructure for road transportation [1, 2].
VANETs focus on road safety and efficient traffic management for public roads, while offering comfort and entertainment for drivers and passengers throughout their journeys
[3]. Vehicular communication in VANETs can be achieved by
exchanging information using Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and
Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) communications. Vehicles
communicate with other vehicles through On-Board Units
(OBUs) forming Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) that
allow wireless communication in a completely distributed
manner while they can communicate with Roadside Units

(RSUs) in an infrastructure mode. The Wireless Access
in Vehicular Environment (WAVE) protocol is based on
IEEE 802.11p standard and provides basic radio standard for
Dedicated Short-Range Communications (DSRC) operating
in 5.9 GHz frequency band [4].
There are mainly two types of applications used in
VANETs, safety, and nonsafety applications. Safety applications in VANETs are used to send safety messages, for
example, various warning messages that assist vehicles on
the road so that proper actions can be taken to prevent
accidents and save people from hazardous situations. Safety
messages include events such as road accident reports, traffic
jam notifications, road construction reports, and emergency
vehicle warnings [5]. These types of safety applications
require low latency and high reliability. On the other hand,
nonsafety applications provide an efficient and comfortable
driving experience. Nonsafety applications are classified into
two categories: traffic management and infotainment. Traffic
management applications are used to improve traffic flow and
resolve congestion on the road. Infotainment applications are
used for information and entertainment purposes, providing
Internet access to passengers, such as data storage, video
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streaming, and video calling. These types of applications do
not require high reliability and low latency, compared to the
safety applications. In VANETs, some critical event information (e.g., accident reports) must be disseminated quickly and
reliably. Even though VANETs are feasible for disseminating
event information, it is still a challenge to disseminate critical
messages timely and reliably to a targeted area under a
dynamic vehicular environment. This is due to the limited
transmission range of DSRC, as well as the Contentionbased Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) scheme in the IEEE 802.11p protocol [6].
The critical messages face delays due to MAC contention,
which is not suitable for VANETs. Failure in timely and accurate dissemination of such time-critical information might
lead to collateral damage to neighboring vehicles. Recently,
researchers have studied the feasibility of cellular networks
for supporting VANET services while providing wide coverage and high data rate services to vehicular users [7]. However, a single wireless communications technology, such as
either DSRC or a cellular network, may not fully support ITS
services in an environment with heavy loads, high mobility,
and a dynamic network topology. Thus, by integrating cellular
networks and IEEE 802.11p, a heterogeneous vehicular ad
hoc network could be a possible platform that can meet
several demanding communication requirements. It can deal
with seamless data connectivity between spatially separated
vehicles in VANETs [8].
The traditional centralized VANET technology may not
be efficient in handling massive amounts of traffic data
generated by smart vehicles such as video and sensor data.
In order to collect and process large amount of instantaneous
traffic information, additional servers are required in distributed areas. VANETs using cloud computing might be an
appropriate solution for these types of situations. Recently,
cloud computing has been adopted by various mobile devices
to handle complex computations that can be hardly accomplished locally [9]. A lot of research has been done in VANETs
integrated with cloud computing to extend the capabilities
of VANETs even further [10–12]. In general, uploading to
and downloading from the cloud by the vehicles consume
time and energy [10]. As the density of the vehicles increases
in urban areas, the existing cloud computing paradigm
can barely satisfy the requirements of location awareness,
mobility support, and latency.
A solution based on edge cloud computing has been
proposed with the concept of fog computing to overcome
issues between the vehicular nodes and the main cloud [13].
The transmission delays in messages can be satisfied by fog
computing. In addition, the safety messages can be sent to
desired locations that are in different geographic areas with
the help of geo-distributed fog servers with low latency. Fog
computing extends the cloud computing paradigm to the
edge of the network [14]. Fog computing is a lightweight
version of cloud computing at the proximity of the vehicular
nodes, with functions similar to the cloud. Fog computing
has a multitiered architecture, with vehicular nodes at the
edge of the network. The fog platform is located between
vehicular nodes and the datacenters of the conventional cloud
environments. The main motivation for implementing fog
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computing in VANETs is to leverage the advantages of fog
computing in the distributed cloud environment. Fog computing provides very low latency between the vehicles and the
cloud. In addition, fog computing can support vehicles with
high mobility. Along with the evolution of 5G technology, fog
computing integrated with Software-Defined Network (SDN)
plays an important role in enhancing the performance of the
VANETs [15]. The centralized and systematic paradigm of
SDN provides scalability, flexibility, and programmability to
VANET. The basic feature of SDN is separation of the control
plane for network control and the data plane for the forwarding function [16]. By introducing the SDN controller along
with fog computing, the system can manage geographically
distributed fog devices and can manage heterogeneous networks by providing programmability, flexibility, and global
information about the network. Due to the open, reconfigurable interface and flexibility of SDN, it provides intelligence
that can be applied in VANETs efficiently. On the other hand,
the decentralized paradigm of fog computing reduces latency
and optimizes resource utilization in future VANETs.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we investigate several key challenges and requirements of
future VANETs. In Section 3, we introduce a brief overview
of emerging technologies that act as a key enabler for future
VANETs. We present a comparative study on edge based
cloud computing and SDN in VANETs. Section 4 presents
two examples of safety message dissemination in fog integrated with SDN in future VANETs. Section 5 discusses the
deployment issues of cloud-based approaches in terms of networking and computing infrastructure followed by conclusion in Section 6. We summarize the definitions of acronyms
used in this paper in “Summary of acronyms” for reference.

2. Key Challenges and Requirements of
Future VANETs
VANETs are one of the fundamental technologies for efficient, safe, informative, and entertaining transportation system [17]. These days, people spend a significant amount of
their time in vehicles. In order to make that time more secure,
efficient, pleasant, pollution-free, and economical, smart
vehicles based on VANETs have emerged. In this context,
higher safety can be provided by exchanging critical events
reliably. Improved efficiency is achieved by reducing traffic
jams and pollution and making travel time more predictable.
Furthermore, VANETs can be connected to the Internet
to make the journey more entertaining by offering files to
download and access to social networks [18]. VANETs use
two types of messages: beacon messages and safety messages.
Vehicles use beacons to periodically broadcast and advertise status information to neighboring vehicles at intervals
of 100 ms. The sender reports its velocity, location, and
pseudo-ID to neighboring vehicles via beacon messages [19].
On the other hand, safety messages assist vehicles on the
road by delivering emergency information so that proper
action can be taken to prevent accidents and to save people
from life-threatening situations. Vehicles broadcast a WAVE
Short Message (WSM) to neighboring vehicles when they
encounter events on the road [5]. The message payload
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includes information about the vehicle’s position, the messages sending time, the vehicle’s location, and nearby road
events, and so forth [20, 21]. Each vehicle gathers information
about the neighboring vehicles within communication range.
We consider heterogeneous VANETs where the OBUs of
the vehicles are equipped with IEEE 802.11p and Long-Term
Evolution (LTE) cellular technologies.
VANETs use conventional cloud for information storage,
retrieval, management, complicated computation and global
networking [22]. The cloud service can be classified into three
basic distribution models in the form of layers: software as a
service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS) and infrastructure
as a service (IaaS). Hence, consumers can rent processing,
storage, and network resources on which they can deploy
and run required application software and system software. In
this case, customers have virtually unlimited resources based
only on their budget [23]. Examples of cloud computing are
EC2 provided by Amazon, Azure from Microsoft, and Google
Apps by Google.
VANETs use RSUs as gateways that provide a virtualization layer to connect to cloud services while on the move.
The vehicular nodes use cloud services to obtain traffic and
multimedia information. This is a two-tiered architecture
where vehicles are at the edge of the network, and the cloud is
at the center [23]. A VANET using the cloud can have macrocontrol of the geographic position of all vehicles, obtains
instantaneous traffic flows, and determines the targeted area
and desired recipients of safety messages [24, 25].
Even though VANETs use the cloud to solve existing
problems, there are still some fundamental challenges that
need to be resolved along with the growth in the number of
smart vehicles. Based on the rapid progress and development
trend of VANETs, some key challenges and requirements of
future VANETs are identified. Future VANETs and its applications will go beyond the current trend and integrate with new
emerging technologies, which introduce new functionalities.
Some of the key challenges of the future VANETs are as
follows:
(i) Intermittent connectivity: the control and management of network connection among vehicles and
infrastructure is a key challenge. The intermittent
connections due to the high mobility of vehicles
or high packet loss in vehicular networks must be
avoided.
(ii) High mobility and location awareness: future VANETs
require high mobility and location awareness of the
vehicles participating in communication. Each vehicle should have the correct position of other vehicles
in the network to cope with an emergency situation.
(iii) Heterogeneous vehicle management: in the future,
there will be a large number of heterogeneous smart
vehicles. The management of heterogeneous vehicles
and their sporadic connections is another challenge
of future VANETs.
(iv) Security: there is always a risk to the privacy of user’s
data content and location. The vehicles communicating within the infrastructure should allow users to
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decide what information should be exchanged and
what information should be kept private. Privacy can
be assured by examining sensitive data locally, instead
of sending it to the cloud for analysis.
(v) Support of network intelligence: one of the challenges
of future VANETs is that it needs to support network
intelligence. In future VANETs, there will be a large
number of sensors installed in vehicles, and the edge
cloud collects and preprocesses the collected data
before sharing them with other parts of the network,
for example, conventional cloud servers.
Considering those challenges, the major requirements of
future VANETs can be summarized as follows:
(i) Low latency and real-time application: low latency
is the fundamental requirement in future VANETs
regarding real-time applications. Future VANETs
should support real-time applications, like safety
messages with very low latency.
(ii) High bandwidth: in future, infotainment and comfort
applications such as high quality video streaming will
be in high demand. In addition, traffic applications
such as 3D maps and navigation systems require
frequent automatic updates.
(iii) Connectivity: to meet the high communication
requirements, future VANETs necessitate seamless
connectivity between connected vehicles. Connected
and driverless vehicles should maintain continuous
and highly reliable communication between vehicles
and fog devices. It should be able to avoid transmission failures in the communication system.

3. Emerging Technologies for Future VANET
3.1. Edge Cloud Computing. In future, there will be a massive
number of smart devices that will be a part of the Internet of
Things (IoT) and future VANETs. Those devices need to communicate with each other, for example, intelligent traffic light
systems for autonomous vehicles and Vehicles-to-Everything
(V2X), including other home-and-office smart appliances.
The edge cloud computing (ECC) framework interconnects
edge devices of the IoT and the conventional cloud computing system. The edge cloud consists of virtualized micro
datacenters distributed in different geographic locations. The
actual distribution of edge clouds depends on the customers’
needs and preferences, economic circumstances, latency
requirements of the network, and so on. The edge cloud
provides typical services in close proximity (within a single
hop) to end users, such as vehicles, mobile devices, and IoT
devices. It has flexible interface technology providing high
bandwidth and low latency. The IaaS in ECC may satisfy ondemand migration of application code between edge clouds
during runtime to cope with mobility of vehicles and devices.
By using an edge cloud, the computation, storage, and
processing loads are handled in a distributed manner, instead
of backhauling every bit of traffic into main datacenter. The
IaaS in the edge cloud can host third-party application that
helps offload computations from vehicles to the network. In
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Figure 1: Comparison of number of hops, latency, and bandwidth from edge nodes to the cloud.

addition, vehicles can benefit from computation and storage,
as well as very low delay in communications between the
vehicles and the edge cloud.
Figure 1 shows latency, bandwidth, and number of hops
comparison from edge nodes to the conventional cloud. The
basic ECC can have three-vertical-tier hierarchy. As we can
see from the hierarchy, the number of hops from the edge
devices to the cloud increases as we go up from the bottom
tier to the top tier. The edge devices have to go through several
intermediate connecting devices, such as switches, routers,
controllers, and servers using different communication technologies. The increased number of hops degrades the system
performance due to delays and decrease throughput in endto-end communication. The edge cloud can bring cloud-like
services with better performance. In ECC, there are some
similar concepts or flavors of edge cloud that fall under the
same umbrella. In next subsection, we discuss a brief comparative study between three different edge cloud computing.
3.1.1. Comparative Study of Edge Cloud Computing. The
three-edge cloud computing with similar concepts are fog
computing, the mobile edge computing (MEC), and the
cloudlets, which aims to bridge the gap between edge devices
(such as VANETs and IoT devices) and conventional cloud
computing as shown in Figure 2. We present a comparison
between each of those concepts and the conventional cloud.
(A) Fog Computing. A fog computing was first introduced by
Cisco Systems, Inc., engineers to extend the cloud computing
paradigm to the edge of wireless networks for IoT devices
[16]. OpenFog Consortium drives the fog computing architecture. Its objective is to influence standard bodies to create

standards so that the edge devices can interoperate securely
with other edge devices such as IoT and cloud services
efficiently [26]. The implementation of IoT applications in
the two-tiered architecture of the conventional cloud does
not meet requirements related to mobility, low latency, and
location awareness of smart devices. Thus, the evolution of
the multitiered fog computing architecture is investigated. In
general, users must download their data (multimedia files,
documents, etc.) from the cloud. In fog, the data will be
stored in fog servers close to the users, decreasing latency
and increasing throughput. In the first tier, ITS application
is deployed in vehicles. The second tier is the fog platform,
including fog devices such as RSUs and wireless access
networks. The third tier is the hyperscale datacenter of the
conventional cloud. Fog computing provides high bandwidth, low latency, location awareness, and Quality of Service
(QoS) for streaming and real-time applications in vehicles
[27]. Fog computing relies on resource virtualization by
using hypervisors for input/output resources and computing,
virtual file systems for storage, and an SDN for network
virtualization infrastructure [28].
(B) Mobile Edge Computing. A new Industry Specification
Group (ISG) within ETSI launched mobile edge computing:
ETSI is developing a system architecture and is working
towards standardization of several APIs essentially for MEC.
The objective of the ISG is to create a standardized, open environment that will allow efficient and seamless integration of
applications from service providers, vendors, and third parties across multivendor MEC platforms. The main purpose
of MEC is to unite the telecommunications sectors and IT
cloud worlds, providing IT and cloud computing capabilities
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within the RAN. MEC servers can be deployed at multiple
sites, for example, at a Radio Network Controller (RNC),
at a multi-Radio Access Technology (RAT) cell aggregation
site, and at LTE macro base station (eNodeB) sites [29]. The
MEC server offers computing resources, storage capacity,
connectivity, radio, and network information focusing on
the cellular network. MEC allows services and applications
to be hosted above the network layer, that is, on top of the
mobile network elements. These services and applications can
benefit from close proximity to mobile devices, as well as from
receiving local radio network contextual information [30].
Network operators focus on MEC to deliver a standardized
edge computing architecture and industry-standardized APIs
for third-party applications.
(C) Cloudlets. Satyanarayanan and his team at Carnegie
Mellon University (CMU) developed cloudlets. The Open
Edge Computing (OEC) initiative drives the development of
software ecosystems surrounding cloudlets [31]. A cloudlet
can be regarded as a datacenter in a box designed with
the goal of bringing the cloud closer to mobile devices.
According to Satyanarayanan, cloudlets are motivated with
consideration of end-to-end latency as well as by the role of
mobile computing in hostile environments [31]. A cloudlet
can be viewed as a proxy of the real cloud and is located
in the middle tier of the three-tier hierarchy. One of the
applications of the cloudlet is to cover the absence of the
cloud by performing its essential services under hostile
environments, such as a failure of wireless backhaul due
to Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. The cloudlets that are
one wireless hop away from their associated mobile devices
serve as physically nearby representatives of the cloud. This
approach preserves the benefits of cloud mobile convergence
while improving service availability [31]. CMU implemented
various mechanisms as open source code for cloudlets. A
thorough technical introduction and more information on
recent usage of cloudlets are presented elsewhere in [32, 33].
Cloudlets are more useful in hostile scenarios, where the connections between edge devices and cloudlets are intermittent.
(D) Comparison of Edge Cloud Computing Approaches. A brief
comparison between edge cloud computing approaches (i.e.,

fog, MEC, and cloudlets) and the conventional cloud is given
in Table 1. Based on the comparison in Table 1, all three-edge
cloud computing approaches share a similar vision, although
the motivations are different. Among them, fog computing
focuses on defining the virtual network topology for each
fog application. The inspiration for fog comes from the IoT,
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), and VANETs [34]. MEC
attempts to provide a highly distributed computing environment by combining cloud computing with cellular networks.
The inspiration for cloudlets comes from research into
distributed clouds, tactile, and cognitive networks. Cloudlets
offer open source code to target any industry that can benefit
from low-latency edge cloud computing, including the IoT,
tactile Internet, 5G, web content delivery, or online gaming.
Fog computing and MEC support mobility applications
on devices, whereas these applications have not been considered in cloudlets yet. Fog and MEC emphasize online
analytics and big data analytics, as well as interaction with
the cloud, whereas cloudlets do not support big data analytics.
Fog computing collects and secures data from vehicles travelling in a wide geographic area under different environmental
conditions supporting geomobility while it is not inherent
to cloudlets. Fog computing analyzes extremely time-critical
data and makes a decision near the vehicles to reduce latency.
Prompt action and decision on the data can make a big
difference in avoiding disaster in hazardous locations. In case
of fog, the location of the fog server is flexible; that is, the
fog server can be placed in between the end devices and
the cloud, while, in case of MEC, MEC servers are usually
collocated with the base station (BS). In case of cloudlets, the
edge servers are located at the network edge. In the VANET
combined with fog, which will be referred to as fog VANET
hereafter, RSUs are used to broadcast the time-critical messages to the vehicles around the event spot. In case of MEC,
the interworking between MEC servers and RSUs has not
been investigated in detail yet. MEC is based on cellular
networks where the BS supports cell based broadcasting,
that is, point-to-multipoint communication, such as evolved
Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (eMBMS) [35] in a
single cell. Thus, the emergency messages will be broadcast
to a wide range beyond the accident area, even to the vehicles
who do not need that information due to wide coverage of
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Table 1: Comparative study of edge clouds (i.e., fog computing, MEC, and cloudlets) and the conventional cloud.

Key features

Proposed/introduced by

Fog

Edge cloud computing
Mobile edge
computing (MEC)

Cisco in Aug. 2012

ETSI in Sep. 2014

Promoted by

Cisco, Princeton,
Microsoft, Intel, Dell

ETSI ISG MEC:
Nokia, Huawei, IBM,
Intel, NTT DoCoMo,
Vodafone

Industry organizations

OpenFog Consortium

ETSI MEC ISG

IoT, WSN, VANETs

MEC as stepping
stone towards 5G
mobile networks

Yes

Yes

Inspiration

Architecture framework
Geo-distributed
Network Architecture
Low latency/jitter
Geo-mobility support
for applications
on device
Near real-time
interaction
Emphasis on online data
analytics & interaction
with cloud
Edge server location
Dynamic broadcasting
range depending on the
message type

Cloudlets
CMU team in Oct.
2013
Prof. Mahadev at
CMU, later supported
by Intel, Huawei,
Vodafone, Deutsche
Telekom, Nokia and
NTT
Open Edge
Computing initiative
Distributed cloud,
cognitive and tactical
network
Not necessary, it can
be an enabler for fog
and MEC

Conventional cloud

Amazon

Microsoft,
Google, Amazon

Open Cloud
Consortium
Remote storage,
computing, and
applications
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Decentralized

Decentralized

Decentralized

Centralized

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Not inherent, but
can be added

No

Yes

Partial

Partial

No

Yes

Yes

N/A

Yes

Flexible b/w end
device and cloud

Collocated with BS

Network Edge

N/A

Yes

Partial, not dynamic

Yes

N/A

Location awareness

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Mobility support

Yes

Yes

N/A

Limited

Channel Bandwidth

75 MHz for 802.11p

20 MHz for 802.11n

---

Capacity

6 Mbps for 802.11p

20 MHz for LTE
150 Mbps downlink &
50 Mbps uplink for
LTE

50 Mbps for 802.11n

---

Scalability
Run experimental
testbed

High

High

High

Average

Yes, at Princeton

No

Yes, at CMU

Yes

a BS. If the BS wants to broadcast the emergency messages
only to the vehicles near the event spot within a limited area,
it needs to run searching operation to know the vehicles in
that area, which can be complex and time-consuming. The
situation might get worse if the vehicles near the event spot
are served by different mobile network operators.
3.1.2. Fog Computing for Future VANETs. Fog computing
stands as a good candidate among other edge clouds for future
VANETs based on Table 1. It complements and extends the

cloud to the edge of the network. Fog computing devices at
the edge collect data generated by vehicles. Fog computing
supports big data analytics by examining the raw data to draw
conclusions about a specific information based on inference
and enhances data processing at the edge in real time. It also
filters the data collected locally and sends the filtered data to
a higher tier, that is, the cloud, so it can retrieve the data in
the future. For example, the mining of real-time data through
edge analytics can produce more accurate reports of traffic
congestion on the road or the behavior of a crowd in a festival
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area. When a vehicle moves far from a fog server, service
latency increases drastically. Then, the fog can redirect the
application in the vehicle to associate it with a new application
instance on a fog server that is now closer to that vehicle.
The distributed fog servers can cooperate with each other
and share local information with vehicles in a VANET. In
addition, fog can work autonomously, creating a local loop
by sharing local traffic information, even when disconnected
from the main cloud. In fog, data privacy can be enhanced
to allow users to spread personal information to different
physical locations. Privacy can be assured by examining
sensitive data locally, instead of sending it to the cloud for
analysis. In fog computing, distributed infrastructure consists
of heterogeneous resources that are managed efficiently in a
distributed manner. SDN can be used along with fog, which
provides flexibility and programmability to heterogeneous
vehicular networks.
3.2. Software-Defined Network in VANETs. SDN is an emerging technology that can be used in coordination with edge
cloud computing, especially fog computing, to provide centralized control, flexibility, and programmability to networks
[36, 37]. The most common protocol used for communication
between the SDN control plane and data plane is OpenFlow
[38–40]. Thus, the use of OpenFlow will improve the management of resources and vehicles by providing an opportunity
for new services and control functions. It separates the control plane and the data plane with global information about
the network state. The data plane is used for data forwarding,
and the control plane is used for network traffic control.
The basic SDN architecture is shown in Figure 3. It consists of three layers, that is, the application layer, the control
layer, and the network layer. The SDN controller interacts
with the application layer using northbound interfaces. The
northbound interface supports application developers to
manage the network through the program. The southbound
interface interacts with the SDN controller and network
devices of the network layer. Lin et al. [41] proposed an eastwest bridge mechanism for intradomain communications
within an SDN. At the SDN controller, the network devices
based on OpenFlow accept policies from the controller
without implementing various network protocol standards,
resulting in direct control, programming, and managing of
resources in the network [42]. OpenFlow programmatically
controls flow and defines path from source to destination. It
increases network efficiency and decreases the router packet
processing overhead when defining the path. It also minimizes network management costs [40, 43, 44]. OpenFlow
devices use flow tables that consists of flow entries, and it
decides on how an incoming packet will be processed or
forwarded. The switch makes a forwarding decision for each
incoming packet by looking into the flow table entries and
simultaneously matching the header field of the incoming
packets. If it finds a match, then a corresponding decision
will follow. Otherwise, the packets are forwarded to the SDN
controller for additional processing. Furthermore, the control
layer consists of a mobility and routing manager. The mobility
manager in the control layer is responsible for collecting
and maintaining the status of all the SDN switches, RSUs,
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Figure 3: Basic SDN controller.

and vehicles. The vehicles may be temporarily disconnected
from the control plane due to the high speed of the vehicles.
Route prediction can be included to estimate the possible
location when vehicles are disconnected. A vehicle’s future
route can be obtained from the GPS or navigation system
used by the vehicle [45]. It can also manage event detection
and the switch-status update policy. The routing manager
maintains network topology information using SDN switch
status. The network topology for stationary data plane devices
rarely changes, whereas, for the mobile data plane, the
network topology is constructed using collected neighbor
information. Because of these characteristics of the SDN, it
can be used to satisfy the requirements of future VANET
systems and improve VANET services in heterogeneous
environments [39].
3.2.1. A Comparative Study of Software-Defined Network
in VANETs. In VANETs, SDN provides synergies to solve
several challenges and issues by improving the performance
of the vehicular networks. There are several research work
based on SDN in VANETs. We investigate different protocols
that use SDN in VANETs and provide a brief comparative
study of those protocols, which is given in Table 2.
The authors in [45] proposed Software-Defined Vehicular
Ad Hoc Networks (SDVN), which integrates heterogeneous
networks such as V2V, V2I, and vehicle-to-cloud. It provides
solution for constructing a logically centralized but physically
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Table 2: A comparative study of software defined network in VANETs.

References

[45]

[46]

[47]

[48]

Protocol

Controller

Simulator

Software Defined
Vehicular Network
(SDVN)

Open source SDN
controller POX

NS3 + SUMO

----

Omnet + Veins +
Sumo

Floodlight

Mininet

------

NS3 + SUMO

Optimized
Software-Defined
Vehicular Ad Hoc
Networks (OSDVN)
Software-Defined
Internet Of Vehicles
(SDIV)
SDN based Vehicle
Ad-Hoc On-Demand
Routing (SVAO)

Remarks
Discuss solutions to improve and mitigate
heterogeneity of VANETs and provide
solutions for constructing a logically
centralized but physically distributed
SDN controller to improve scalability.
Control plane optimization
Software-Defined Vehicular Ad Hoc
Networks to balance the latency
requirement and the cost on 5G networks.
Proposed a novel rule installation
mechanism aimed at reducing flow table
size for real-time query services in SDIV
Separates network control layer and data
transfer layer of SDN to enhance the data
transmission efficiency within VANETs.
Proposed a layered SD-IoV architecture,
which is capable of improving resource
utilization, QoS, and network
optimization.
A road side Cloud resource management
(CRM) model provides multi-objective
optimization for minimizing control
plane overhead, VM migration, number
of service hosts and reducing
infrastructure delays.

[49]

Software Defined
Internet of Vehicles
(SD-IoV)

OpenFlow
controllers

-----------

[50]

RSU Cloud Resource
Management
(RSU-CRM)

OpenFlow
controllers

Mininet

[51]

Software-defined
Trust based Ad-Hoc
On-demand Distance
Vector routing
(SD-TAODV)

NOS

OPNET

SDN based VANET focused on
on-demand distance vector routing
protocol with trust management scheme.

[52]

Fog Computing based
on SDN (FSDN)

OpenFlow
controllers

-----------

By leveraging the SDN basic functionality
into fog computing, SDN can support
services like a resource manager and fog
orchestration models.

distributed SDN controller to improve scalability. The authors
employed a trajectory-prediction-based vehicle status update
policy to minimize SDN management overhead. They evaluated their proposed protocol using the network simulator NS3 integrated with traffic simulator SUMO and open source
SDN controller POX.
The authors in [46] proposed an Optimized SoftwareDefined Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (OSDVN) that used
hybrid mode for the southbound communication in the
control plane of SDVN with low latency in 5G network.
The authors optimized control plane of SDVN to balance
the latency requirement and the cost on 5G networks. They
formulated the bandwidth-rebating problem as a two-stage
Stackelberg game and analyzed the game equilibrium to
optimize southbound communication between vehicles and
controllers. They evaluated their scheme using OMNeT++
and compared their scheme with other existing southbound
communication modes. The results of their scheme showed
improved latency over other existing southbound communication modes. However, the basic rule installation approach

of the SDN control plane is not efficient for dynamic vehicle due to real-time requirements by VANET. In order to
overcome this issue, [45] proposed a novel rule installation mechanism, which aimed at reducing flow table size
for real-time query services in Software-Defined Internet
of Vehicles (SDIV). They used compact flow table with
improved proactive rule installation to reduce the number of
rules. They substituted multicast addresses with destination
address and some modification in packet header without
network performance degradation. They used Mininet for
their simulation and used flood light as SDN controller.
The authors in [48] proposed SDN based On-Demand
Routing Protocol in Vehicle ad hoc networks (SVAO) that
separates network control layer and data transfer layer of SDN
to enhance the data transmission efficiency within VANETs.
They proposed a two-level structure. A distributed global
level collects all the vehicle information and centralized local
level selects forwarding devices. They have used NS3 with
SUMO to compare the performance of their proposed protocol with other routing protocols with different vehicle density,
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at different vehicle speeds in diverse communication ranges.
On the other hand, Jiacheng et al. proposed a SoftwareDefined IoV (SD-IoV) architecture that is capable of improving resource utilization, QoS, and network optimization in
harsh VANET environments [49]. The authors discussed SDIoV major functions and challenges, and then they explained
in detail on how those challenges can be resolved. They gave
an illustration on how functions enabled by SD-IoV solved
the current challenges in IoV. They also provided the benefits
of SDN in SD-IoV such as vendor neutralization, network
management, flexibility, and easy application deployment.
They pointed out open issues of SD-IoV to shed light on
future research.
Similarly, the authors in [50] designed RSU Cloud
Resource Management (RSU-CRM) that contributes to the
VANET cloud by increasing its advantages for service
providers and provides QoS for the users in the vehicle
grid. The primary demand of the vehicle grid is served by
leveraging the flexibility of SDN to reconfigure the services
hosted in the network dynamically and forwarding the data
efficiently. The CRM minimizes the infrastructure delays in
the RSU cloud and minimizes the network configurations. It
also minimizes the operational costs by reducing the number
of service replications. In addition to this, it provides multiobjective optimization for minimizing control plane overhead
and VM migration. Zhang et al. [51] proposed a SoftwareDefined Trust Based Ad Hoc On-Demand Distance Vector
routing (SD-TAODV) protocol in software-defined VANETs
with trust management to ensure security and QoS. They
used OPNET modeler to compare their protocol with AODV
protocol, which showed better network performance than
AODV but shows higher end-to-end delay than AODV. The
authors in [52] adopted the hybrid control mode proposed by
Ku et al. [42]. In their architecture, the SDN controller does
not take full control of the system, but the task was shared
with BS and RSUs. They assumed that SDN wireless nodes
use a cellular node for the control channel and DSRC for
the data channel. The authors used SDN wireless nodes as
vehicles that act as a forwarding data plane that are operating
on OpenFlow.

4. Example Scenario of Fog for Safety Message
Dissemination in VANETs
In future VANETs, fog can play an important role in the dissemination of time-critical event messages, as it is located at
the proximity of the vehicles. Let us consider a case of using
fog in VANET environment. The main components of fog
VANETs are fog servers, which are geographically distributed
to control all the local activities in the region of interest.
It can contribute to timely processing of data. A fog server
interconnects with the cloud or other fog devices using wired
connections on the Internet [53]. It helps to lower operating expenses through conserving network bandwidth by
processing the selected data locally, instead of sending them
to the central cloud for analysis. We assume that fog servers
have intelligence and can find an appropriate destination
of emergency messages. The fog server uses its computing
resources to provide necessary location-based services and
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Table 3: A table that summarizes the propagation range of a safety
message depending on the event types.
Event type
𝐸1 (e.g., intersection accident)
𝐸2 (e.g., fatal accident)
..
.

Range
𝑑1 (e.g., 10 m)
𝑑2 (e.g., 100 m)
..
.

𝐸𝑛 (e.g., road pile-up accident)

𝑑𝑛 (e.g., <10 km)

interact with vehicles and other fog devices for real-time
information processing.
Fog VANET can be composed of conventional cloud, fog
computing infrastructure, and end devices (such as smart
vehicles) as shown in Figure 4. The top tier is a conventional
cloud, which consists of servers or datacenters that provide
computation capability, massive data storage, and global
networking. Fog VANET interconnects fog devices (such as
fog servers, router, switches, and RSUs) with the vehicles.
Each RSU is connected to a switch, which is connected to
a router. Each router is connected with fog servers, adjacent
routers, and the main cloud through Internet. The vehicles are
the end nodes located at the bottom tier of the framework. In
fog infrastructure, the fog servers usually provide computing
service, and the routers and switches are the networking
devices and the RSUs are the wireless access devices. In this
example, we consider two types of messages, that is, safety
messages and infotainment messages. We investigate how the
safety messages and infotainment messages can be disseminated from the vehicles to an appropriate destination. All the
communications in fog VANET are based on IP protocol.
Let us consider an emergency situation where a vehicle
broadcasts safety messages to the neighbor vehicles and
nearby RSUs, when it detects an event. Depending upon the
event types, the propagation range of a safety message can be
different as shown in Table 3. Some event types are advertised
to a limited range while other events are disseminated to a
very wide area of several kilometers based on the severity of
the event. Event types such as injury accidents or road pileups need to be disseminated to a longer distance to prevent
from further causalities. However, the propagation range of
a safety messages might be dependent on additional factors,
for example, weather conditions, and, thus, a more complicated logic might be required to determine an appropriate
propagation range. This algorithm needs to be deployed in
the fog servers in this scenario. In this example, we consider
an event type of road pile-up accident, which needs to be
disseminated to a wider area. When a vehicle detects a pileup accident, it broadcasts that information to nearby RSUs
using broadcast IP address. Then, RSUs forward this safety
message to the switch since this message was sent with a
broadcast IP address, it reaches a router in Figure 4. When
router receives the broadcast safety message, that message
needs to be treated as an exceptional message. We can set up
the routing table of the router so that every message with a
broadcast IP address is sent to the fog server. When the router
receives the safety message with a broadcast destination IP
address, the router will forward the safety message to the fog
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Figure 4: Safety message dissemination in fog VANET.

server for further processing. The message flow is represented
by a blue dashed line in Figure 4. The fog server examines
the received message focusing on the event type, contents,
timeliness, and priority. We assume that the fog servers have a
logic such as machine-learning algorithms to decide whether
to forward the message to the central cloud or to other fog
devices. The fog server transmits the message to other fog
servers geographically close to the accident area. The fog
server can also transmit the accumulated data to cloud for
big data analysis and the results can be provided to the third
parties such as insurance company, police departments, or
hospital for further processing.
Let us consider the infotainment case, where the user of
the vehicle tries to download some multimedia contents from
the application server. The communication between the vehicle and the application server is based on IP address. The first
message from the vehicle, for example, http request message,
can be received by an RSU and be forwarded to the router via

switch. The router forwards the infotainment message to the
application server, based on the server IP address, which is
represented by a green dashed line in Figure 4.
Figure 5 explains what advantage can be obtained if
SDN is used along with fog in the situation similar to
that of Figure 4. Combining SDN with fog might give an
additional benefit in future VANETs, such as low latency. The
SDN controller platform uses SDN controllers running the
OpenFlow protocol and it provides fog orchestrator, network,
and resource manager. In Figure 5, the red dashed line
represents communication for the control plane and blue line
represents communication for the data plane. Different from
the case of Figure 4, SDN controller platform is used between
fog and the cloud as shown in Figure 5. The fog orchestration
at the SDN controller organizes fog devices such as fog
servers, routers, switches, and RSU controllers [14]. The
RSU controller in the SDN framework is an intelligent fog
device, which runs the OpenFlow protocol. It controls and
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Figure 5: Safety message dissemination in fog integrated with SDN in VANETs.

manages the RSUs and connects with other distributed RSU
controllers. The fog server is responsible for forwarding
the data and storing local road and traffic information. We
assume that the SDN controller, fog devices, and distributed
RSU controllers are interconnected with each other through
high-speed connections such as optical fiber.
Similar to the previous example without SDN framework,
we assume that the vehicle detects a pile-up accident event
on the road and broadcasts safety messages to all neighbor
vehicles and nearby RSUs. Each RSU sends this event message
to the fog server through a switch, RSU controller, and a
router. As discussed in the previous scenario, the router sends
the safety messages to the fog server based on the broadcast
IP address. The fog server decides whether to forward the
message to the central cloud through SDN controller or to
other fog servers for further dissemination based on the event

type given in Table 3. The SDN controller can establish lowlatency routes between relevant components in advance, for
example, between each fog server and the cloud or between
nearby fog servers.
In this case, the event type needs to be included as an
additional field in the forwarding table of the router that
is based on SDN. If the event-to-range mapping table in
Table 3 can be defined clearly for all possible cases, then the
routes for each type of message can be preestablished by the
SDN controller. However, if there are some exceptional cases,
which cannot be covered by Table 3, then a new route needs to
be established on arrival of the first packet corresponding to
that exceptional case by interworking of SDN controller and
fog servers.
All the packets that are covered by Table 3 can be handled
by routers directly with low latency. If there is no rule
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Table 4: Deployment issues for cloud-based approaches.

Deployment Issues

Networking
and
computing
infrastructure

Fog
(i) Management of fog server
position and interconnection
(ii) Management of neighbor fog
servers
(iii) Wireless access
(a) Wi-Fi and mobile networks
(iv) Discrimination of real-time
critical message from non-real-time
message

MEC
(i) Management of MEC server
position and interconnection
(ii) Management of neighbor MEC
servers
(iii) Wireless access
(a) mobile networks
(iv) Discrimination of real-time
critical message from non-real-time
message
(v) Internetworking issues between
existing VANET infrastructure and
MEC

matching the arriving packet in the forwarding table of the
router, then those packets can be sent to the fog server. The fog
server will find appropriated destination of the exceptional
packet and notify the SDN controller of the routing decision.
Then, the SDN controller can configure the router to handle
those packets with a reduced delay afterwards.
As compared with the previous example, this example
shows that fog computing integrated with SDN in VANETs
can be a candidate to resolve the key challenges of future
VANETs. The fog integrated with SDN provides low latency
while increasing throughput by storing the data in the
local fog servers that are close to the vehicular nodes. It is
suitable for real-time traffic applications with low latency
such as emergency messages. With the integration of cellular
networks with 802.11p, it may be possible to resolve the issue
of intermittent connections between V2X communication on
a highway or an isolated road.

5. Deployment Issues of
Cloud-Based Approaches
The three-edge cloud computing approaches, for example,
fog, MEC and cloudlets, have several deployment issues in
terms of computing and networking infrastructures; we summarized them in Table 4.
One of the key issues is the management of the server
position and the interconnection topology between them. All
the three-edge cloud computing approaches use edge servers
close to the edge nodes. The position of each edge server
needs to be determined considering the vehicle density in
a given area, the data traffic, the communication range of
each vehicle, and the processing burden on a server. In case
of MEC, the MEC servers are usually collocated with the
base station. The optimal position of edge servers needs to
be determined carefully considering the above factors by the
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) or telecom operators, and
these positions need to be stored and managed systematically,
for example, based on the cloud. If this information is stored
in the cloud, then the cloud can have a global picture of
distributed edge servers.
On the other hand, each edge server needs to know adjacent edge servers. If the cloud manages the global information

Cloudlets
(i) Management of Cloudlets
server position and
interconnection
(ii) Management of neighbor
cloudlet servers
(iii) Wireless access
(a) Wi-Fi
(iv) Discrimination of real-time
critical message from
non-real-time message

about the position of edge servers, then an edge server can
obtain a list of adjacent servers from the cloud by sending
a request message containing its own network layer address
and physical location information. Once the list is obtained,
this list needs to be stored in the local memory, and the
connection to those adjacent servers and the interconnection
topology information need to be managed.
In VANETs, the messages generated by the vehicle can
be classified into two different categories: time-critical event
messages corresponding to the types defined in Table 3
and non-real-time messages corresponding to infotainment
applications. As we discuss in Section, time-critical messages
are usually delivered to the edge server to decide whether
send it to the cloud or to adjacent edge servers. However,
infotainment traffic does not need to be delivered to the edge
servers since the destinations of those messages are apparent,
for example, infotainment servers. In this case, some network
devices such as routers or switches need to discriminate the
time-critical event messages from infotainment messages to
send them to appropriate destinations. This is an important
issue that needs to be resolved by the network devices.
In terms of access network technology, the fog supports
both Wi-Fi and mobile network access mechanism. However,
MEC supports mobile network and cloudlet supports Wi-Fi
only [54].
In case of MEC, there is an additional internetworking
issue. Let us consider a case where we want to deploy MEC
in existing VANETs. Since RSU uses 802.11p protocol and
MEC uses a different protocol, for example, REPLISOM [55],
they cannot communicate with each other. The messages
may not be delivered from the vehicles to the MEC. We can
consider two different approaches to this issue. If we upgrade
the RSUs so that it can communicate with the MEC’s BS,
the messages from the vehicles can be delivered to the MEC
by the relay of RSU. However, if the vehicle drives to new
location where RSUs have not been upgraded or RSUs have
not been deployed yet, then the vehicles cannot communicate
with the MEC servers. As a second approach, we can consider
upgrade of the hardware and software of each vehicle so that
it can communicate with the MEC server directly through BS.
However, if vehicles can communicate directly with BS, then
the role of existing RSUs needs to be redefined.
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6. Conclusion
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Acronyms
VANET:
SDN:
ITS:
V2V:
V2I:
RSU:
MANET:
SDN:
DSRC:
LTE:
CSMA/CA:

Vehicular ad hoc networks
Software-Defined Network
Intelligent Transportation Systems
Vehicle-to-Vehicle
Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
Roadside Unit
Mobile Ad Hoc Networks
Software-Defined Network
Dedicated Short-Range Communications
Long-Term Evolution
Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance
WAVE:
Wireless Access in Vehicular Environment
WSM:
WAVE Short Message
SaaS:
Software as a service
PaaS:
Platform as a service
IaaS:
Infrastructure as a service
ECC:
Edge cloud computing
IoT:
Internet of Things
BS:
Base station
MEC:
Mobile edge computing
QoS:
Quality of Service
ISG:
Industry Specification Group
RNC:
Radio Network Controller
RAT:
Radio Access Technology
V2X:
Vehicles-to-Everything
OEC:
Open Edge Computing
eMBMS:
Evolved Multimedia Broadcast Multicast
Service
WSN:
Wireless Sensor Network
SDVN:
Software-Defined Vehicular Network
OSDVN: Optimized Software-Defined Vehicular Ad
Hoc Networks
SDIV:
Software-Defined Internet of Vehicles
SVAO:
SDN based Vehicle Ad Hoc
SD-IoV:
Software-Defined Internet of Vehicles
RSU-CRM: RSU Cloud Resource Management
DoS:
Denial of Service
ISP:
Internet Service Provider.
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